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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The study termed as "A STUDY ON EFFECTIVENESS OF MARKETING 

STRATEGIES ADOPTED BY BEML FOR ITS MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT" is 

directed at Bharat Earth Movers Limited (BEML) Pvt Ltd, KGF remains an Indian public area 

responsibility taking organization with central command in Bengaluru. It makes the assortment 

of weighty hardware, for example, that is utilized for earth moving vehicle and mining.  

 

Organization was first consolidated by legislature of India as a public area undertaking under 

the regulatory control of service of guard. The Department of safeguard creation and supplies. 

The organization was consolidated as a private restricted organization under the organizations 

act by the name BHARAT EARTH MOVERS LIMITED. The rail mentor of Hindustan 

aviation restricted was changed to us with land building, plant and apparatus, labor and other 

framework offices as a going worry for absolute thought of roughly 6 crores, which was met 

by issue of offers for thought other than cash in the organization.  

 

Bharath Earth Movers Limited an abbreviation for "BEML" is a preliminary ISO-9000 

affirmed public area organization in India under the service of earth moving hardware's in Asia 

as quality is our aphorism.  

 

BEML was begun as a pioneer in the year 1964, BEML is an off shy of HAL, started its 

procedure on first January 1965 [date of registration]. It began producing board check first 

class and second-class mentors of rail line at Bangalore unit. Under area 43 of the 

organization’s demonstration of 1956, the arrangement is made by getting the private restricted 

organization be considered as open organization turnover surpasses 1 crore in rupees. It was 

considered to be public restricted organization by revision of articles of affiliation. The 

organization accommodates arrangements of all chiefs by the leader of India. The organization 

made 90% of public issue, when Mr. Man Mohan Singh was the money serve, there was dis-

venture of the organization shares by the public authority of India, 40% of the offers are dis-

put and rest in the possession of overall population and other 

 

 

 


